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FleetMovils Dashcam FM Plus 2.0 provides 
comprehensive insights into driver behavior, 
including speeding, aggressive driving, and 

adherence to traffic rules. 

Driver Behavior Analysis

Our dashcam features advanced event 
detection capabilities, automatically recording 
and saving footage when it detects sudden 
accelerations, harsh braking, or collisions. 

Event Detection

Crystal-clear
video footage
in high-definition,
ensuring every
detail is captured
accurately, day or night. 

DashCam FM Plus 2.0

Monitor
Ignition Status
PTO
Driver Behavior
and so much
more...

DashCam FM Plus 2.0 is an all-in-one driving 
recorder designed for safe driving assistance. 
It not only has the functions of an ordinary 
driving recorder, but also supports related 
functions of intelligent driving assistance. It 
has the advantages of simple installation, 
comprehensive functions, and convenient use.
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Contact us for more info: 

(866) 935-3384

fleetmovil.comFM Plus 2.0 ×1, power supply box ×1, standard 
power cable ×1, Allen key ×1, mounng bracket 
×1, bracket bolt ×1, crowbar ×1, desiccant ×1, 
and alcohol coon×1

Package Contents

Harsh Acceleraon, Harsh Deceleraon,
Harsh Cornering, and Accident Detecon

Six-axis Sensor

Improving 
Driver Behavior 
with DashCam 
FM Plus 2.0
DashCam FM Plus is a 
cost-effective device 
specially developed for 
remote video surveillance 
and driving safety 
surveillance of vehicles.

4-channel IO input, 1-channel CAN and 
1-channel RS232

AES256 encrypon for video/audio 
data, encrypon protocol TLS1.3 for 
data transmission

Built-in Wi-Fi, 4G communicaon 
module, and ineral navigaon 
posioning module

2 x 256 GB dual-Micro SD card storage, 
supporng the simultaneous storage of 
main streams and sub streams

Supports up to 3 channels

Ultra-wide 170° DFOV driver facing 
lens, supporng up to 1080P HD 
video recording

Ultra-wide 140° DFOV  facing lens, 
supporng up to 1920P UHD video 
recording
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Your Reliable 
Fleet Management 

Solution
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